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Reviews

What Is Being Trained? How Divergent Forms
of Plasticity Compete To Shape Locomotor

Recovery after Spinal Cord Injury

J. Russell Huie,1,* Kazuhito Morioka,1,* Jenny Haefeli,1 and Adam R. Ferguson1,2

Abstract

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a devastating syndrome that produces dysfunction in motor and sensory systems, manifesting as

chronic paralysis, sensory changes, and pain disorders. The multi-faceted and heterogeneous nature of SCI has made

effective rehabilitative strategies challenging. Work over the last 40 years has aimed to overcome these obstacles by

harnessing the intrinsic plasticity of the spinal cord to improve functional locomotor recovery. Intensive training after SCI

facilitates lower extremity function and has shown promise as a tool for retraining the spinal cord by engaging innate

locomotor circuitry in the lumbar cord. As new training paradigms evolve, the importance of appropriate afferent input has

emerged as a requirement for adaptive plasticity. The integration of kinematic, sensory, and loading force information must

be closely monitored and carefully manipulated to optimize training outcomes. Inappropriate peripheral input may produce

lasting maladaptive sensory and motor effects, such as central pain and spasticity. Thus, it is important to closely consider

the type of afferent input the injured spinal cord receives. Here we review preclinical and clinical input parameters fostering

adaptive plasticity, as well as those producing maladaptive plasticity that may undermine neurorehabilitative efforts. We

differentiate between passive (hindlimb unloading [HU], limb immobilization) and active ( peripheral nociception) forms of

aberrant input. Furthermore, we discuss the timing of initiating exposure to afferent input after SCI for promoting functional

locomotor recovery. We conclude by presenting a candidate rapid synaptic mechanism for maladaptive plasticity after SCI,

offering a pharmacological target for restoring the capacity for adaptive spinal plasticity in real time.
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Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a devastating, multi-faceted dis-

order that affects 250,000 people in the United States each

year.1 SCI produces a number of behavioral and physiological

consequences, notably limb paralysis below the injury and dys-

function of sensory and autonomic systems. Recent exciting find-

ings in both preclinical and clinical SCI have challenged the

historical perspective that little functional recovery could occur

after SCI.2–4 It is now clear that the injured spinal cord has the

capacity for numerous forms of plasticity including formal learning

and memory.

Preclinical and clinical work over the past 40 years has shown

that the spinal cord is highly sensitive to training, and even exhibits

simple forms of classically defined learning.4–10 The promise of

functional locomotor recovery has led to an ever-growing list of

preclinical injury models, training paradigms, and increasingly

sophisticated outcome metrics that take into account the multi-

dimensional nature of SCI recovery.11–13 Preclinical experiments

detailing the benefits of intensive locomotor training to facilitate

lower extremity function after SCI have influenced clinical neu-

rorehabilitation methods with promising results.4,10,14

This work has largely focused on promoting appropriate afferent

input for effective neurorehabilitation, but there has been relatively

little focus on the alternative potential that aberrant or inappropriate

afferent input may induce maladaptive plasticity. Here we review

the evolving optimization parameters for effective adaptive train-

ing, as well as recent work detailing the untoward neurobiological

consequences of inappropriate afferent input on spinal motor

plasticity after SCI.

Adaptive Locomotor Neurorehabilitation

A growing body of work from both animal models and human

SCI has shown that effective neurorehabilitation requires a pre-

cisely tuned interaction between peripheral input and spinal motor
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circuits.5,8,10,15 Adaptive spinal training is optimized when there is

adequate and appropriate afferent input modulating spinal circuitry,

such as the central pattern generator (CPG), that can generate rhythmic

locomotor activities with proprioceptive and sensory feedback.

Adaptive neurorehabilitation in SCI animal models

Work on the neural control of locomotion began over 100 years

ago, with Thomas Graham Brown and Charles Sherrington demon-

strating, in decerebrate cats, that stepping behavior could be elicited

independent of supraspinal control.16–18 Although early experiments

to engage spinal locomotor circuitry were successful in producing

rhythmic stepping behavior without afferent input in spinalized cats,

they fell short of improving functional overground locomotor re-

covery.16–22 Ambulatory training studies of functional CPG mecha-

nisms have demonstrated the importance of afferent inputs during

locomotion for improving functional locomotor recovery in spina-

lized cats.23–26 Partial body-weight bearing/loading/unloading con-

ditions during ambulatory training are required to improve impaired

stepping movements due to the muscle weakness in hindlimbs after

SCI.8 Consequently, the introduction of partial body-weight support

and tailoring the amount of support to the individual subject’s re-

covery, has led to lasting alterations in locomotor output, and gradual

recovery of weight-supported stepping.6,23,27–29 Human and animal

studies have shown a direct increase in the magnitude of limb muscle

activity, weight-bearing load, and electrophysiological neuromotor

engagement with repeated training, suggesting that adaptive spinal

plasticity relies on loading-related afferent input during locomo-

tion.30–32 Locomotor training has been shown in a number of

models to be quite task-specific, with the form of functional recovery

occurring as an activity-dependent process.33–35 For example, early

work in spinalized cats showed that although step training could

produce improvements in locomotion, it did not improve standing.

Conversely, those cats given a specific stand-training regimen showed

improved standing but little increase in locomotor ability compared

with the step-trained cats.5 This specificity suggests that simply re-

introducing loading-related afferent input is not sufficient to produce

broad adaptive locomotor recovery; the source of the afferent input,

proprioceptive feedback, and multi-level central nervous system

(CNS) synaptic integration within the spinal cord are crucial in de-

termining the quality of the training effect. The spinal cord integrates

afferent input, including cutaneous sensory input, proprioceptive sig-

nals, and kinematic information in a highly dynamic fashion. For-

ssberg and colleagues observed that stimulation of the dorsal surface

of the spinalized cat hindpaw could elicit either flexion or extension

response depending on the step phase (‘‘reflex reversal’’).36,37 This

type of state-dependent motor output reinforces the notion that the

injured spinal cord has a great capacity for adaptive training, given the

appropriate afferent input. Importantly, Bouyer and Rossignol dem-

onstrated the necessity for afferent input in treadmill training, showing

that at least one cutaneous afferent nerve must remain intact to produce

appropriate plantar foot placement and weight-bearing in spinalized

cats.38 The capacity for dynamic adaptive traning was elegantly il-

lustrated by Timoszyk and colleagues in a set of experiments aimed at

optimizing locomotor training. Using a robotic system to fully control

all training parameters, they found that by applying slight downward

force on one hindlimb during the stance phase of locomotion on a

treadmill produced not only an adaptation of the stance duration in the

affected leg, but also a modulation in the swing time of the contra-

lateral hindlimb to preserve stepping symmetry.39 Such a finding

highlights both the importance for somatosensory feedback as well as

the central organization of adaptive spinal plasticity.

Others have recently developed rodent locomotor training and as-

sessment models that are specifically designed with the importance of

somatosensory input in mind. These models allow for quadrupedal

stepping, as opposed to the bipedal training that is standard for most

body-weight supported treadmill training strategies. Shah and col-

leagues found that quadrupedal locomotor training was more effective

in improving hindlimb function than bipedal training.40 These findings

support previous work showing that sensory and proprioceptive input

from forelimbs are significant contributors to the generation of hin-

dlimb stepping in at least some quadrupeds.41 Ward and colleagues

recently demonstrated that treadmill training of the forelimbs alone

does not improve locomotor recovery, but quadrapedal training does.42

Other researchers have recently foregone the treadmill altogether, in

favor of overground stepping, with the goal of providing a more nat-

ural locomotor environment that would presumably provide a more

comprehensive set of sensory, proprioceptive, and kinematic inputs

that would take full advantage of the integrative properties of the spinal

cord to better induce adaptive plasticity through both afferent and

efferent synapses on the spinal cord.43,44

Adaptive neurorehabilitation in humans with SCI

The importance of appropriate afferent input and adequate pro-

prioceptive feedback extends from the bench to bedside. Dietz and

colleagues observed that locomotor training in which individuals

with clinically complete SCI were fully unloaded was not sufficient

to induce significant leg muscle activation; however coordinated

stepping movements and muscle activity can be induced by body-

weight support and standing on a treadmill.8,45 Extensive training

with partial body-weight support allows for a gradual increase in

loading that correlated with increased electromyogram (EMG)

magnitude, similar to those seen in preclinical models.30,31 Gradual

reloading is just one component of successful adaptive locomotor

training. As seen in animal models, the integration of multi-modal

sensory input appears to be necessary for effective neurorehabil-

itation.46 Clinical evidence suggests that loading, treadmill speed,

and kinematic input are key parameters that must be tailored for

each individual patient to provide appropriate proprioceptive feed-

back and optimize the effects of locomotor training.14

Recently, some groups have tested robot-assisted treadmill train-

ing to provide appropriate kinematic input.47–49 Such innovations

aim to cut the manual labor and cost related to neurorehabilitation,

and increase the amount of quantitative information that can be used

to provide more precise and accurate training parameters. Robot-

assisted treadmill training has been shown to produce some beneficial

effects, especially in patients with severe SCI-induced deficits.50

Yet, evidence from randomized controlled studies comparing ro-

botic and manual treadmill assistance demonstrate that manual

treadmill training outperforms robotic-assisted training.51,52 This

implies that active participation is a crucial element for adaptive

neurorehabilitation, and robotic-assisted treadmill training alone

may be too passive to induce lasting training effects on adaptive

spinal cord plasticity and locomotor recovery.

The last decade has also seen the rise and growth of overground

robotic exoskeleton orthosis systems. These systems have shown

great promise as a tool to restore patient independence, allowing

patients with a SCI to stand and ambulate using varying degrees of

automaticity. Although these benefits are clear, it is unknown how

these systems are engaging or affecting spinal cord plasticity. Two

types of powered exoskeleton orthoses that are U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA)-approved (Re-WalkTM and Indego�) re-

quire no active leg movement from the user and thus may not be
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suitable as rehabilitative treatments. In contrast, the EKSO� system

has been approved for rehabilitation treatment in which gradations

of active limb movement can occur.53 The treadmill findings for

both preclinical studies and clinical rehabilitation trials would

suggest that the inclusion of an active user component may be

critical for lasting adaptive neuroplasticity to occur. Future work

will be necessary to determine the extent and quality of neuro-

plasticity that might be elicited by these promising robotic over-

ground systems.

Neuromodulatory drugs and stimulation technologies
to boost adaptive spinal cord plasticity

Apart from locomotor training, researchers have also sought to

induce and/or potentiate locomotion by directly modulating the

excitability of spinal neurons. One method researchers have used to

increase excitability in the injured spinal cord is through pharma-

cological interventions to alter locomotor function. Early work

from Jankwoska and others identified the noradrenergic system as

having a neuromodulatory effect on locomotor circuitry, showing

that dopamine precursor L-DOPA induced excitation in spinal

motor neurons and initiated rhythmic hindlimb movement in the

spinalized cat.27,54 The alpha2 adrenergic agonist clonidine was

also shown to effectively potentiate stepping for spinalized cats on

a treadmill, with a single injection improving stepping for up to

6 h.55 Interestingly, when daily clonidine administration was fol-

lowed by intensive treadmill training, the locomotor training ef-

fects persisted for days after the drug administration was stopped.55

Similarly, serotonergic agonists such as quipazine have been used

to boost spinal excitability in rat models of complete SCI, resulting

in improved alternating stepping patterns,56 as well as pronounced

improvements in the swing, and extension phases of stepping, and

plantar paw placement.57 Importantly, in contrast with noradren-

ergic interventions, quipazine has not been shown to induce air

stepping in other animal models, indicating that this system may

potentiate existing locomotor patterns rather than initiate pattern

generation.57,58

Recent promising therapeutic strategies have aimed to take ad-

vantage of the integrative characteristics of spinal motor circuitry,

by taking a multi-system approach to facilitating locomotion. In-

terventions that combine loading-related afferent input from loco-

motor training with a boost in spinal excitability from both tonic

epidural electrical stimulation and quipazine administration have

produced remarkable locomotor recovery.59 Similarly, Harkema

and colleagues have combined body-weight supported locomotor

training with epidural stimulation in a small cohort of human pa-

tients with clinically complete SCI.4,10 They found that following

intensive stand training, the introduction of tonic epidural stimu-

lation was sufficient to enable voluntary lower limb movement.

These findings suggest that even with extremely limited sparing,

supraspinal control can be accessed given the appropriate modu-

lation of the state of excitability in spinal motor systems. Although

these interventions show great promise, it will be important in the

future to carefully tune the input parameters to promote adaptive

plasticity. These recent findings also highlight how sensitive the

injured spinal circuitry is to changes in excitability. As we discuss

in the following section, this potential for plasticity also leaves the

spinal cord vulnerable to maladaptive changes.

Maladaptive Plasticity

The question of the timing and specific afferent input required

for precision neurorehabilitation after SCI remains open. Despite

many examples of successful neurorehabilitative efforts to re-

engage locomotor activity, evidence suggests that neurorehabil-

itation in current settings has limited effectiveness.60 Maladaptive

forms of plasticity such as hyper-reflexia/spasticity and chronic

central pain can emerge spontaneously after SCI,61–64 and once

established, maladaptive spinal cord plasticity may undermine the

effectiveness of common forms of adaptive rehabilitation including

stand training and swimming therapy.65,66 Accumulating evidence

suggests that afferent input in the acute phase of injury can also

contribute to maladaptive forms of plasticity, thus making attempts

at later adaptive training more difficult.66–71 Although systematic

review suggests that partial weight-bearing training initiated from 1

to 2 weeks of an 8-week recovery period after SCI results in pos-

itive outcomes, both extreme overuse and complete disuse of the

impaired forelimb early after CNS injury can reduce functional

locomotor recovery.72,73 Thus, the benefit of early onset training

remains controversial. Establishing precision neurorehabilitation

requires identifying the limited time window of fruitful adaptive

plasticity and the difference between appropriate and inappropriate

afferent input for promoting locomotor recovery74,75 In the fol-

lowing section we will focus on the contributing role afferent input

may play in use-dependent maladaptive plasticity after SCI.

Limb immobilization and hindlimb unloading

As paralysis is a primary consequence of SCI, the muscle atro-

phy and weakness in hind-/lower-limb resulting from severe SCI

or long-term immobilization reduces muscle afferent input, and

may likely lead to locomotor dysfunction due to disuse. Although

musculoskeletal plasticity can occur in mild-to-moderate SCI and

can be facilitated by ambulatory training, the long-term limb im-

mobilization just after severe SCI prevents plasticity from con-

tributing to recovery of muscles.76–80 Whereas much attention has

been given to the effects of SCI-induced limb immobilization on

musculoskeletal plasticity,81 a number of preclinical studies have

shown that maladaptive spinal plasticity produced by inappropriate

afferent input can play a pivotal role in undermining future loco-

motor recovery, developing hyper-reflexia, spasticity, and intrac-

table pain.82,83 Preclinical work by Caudle and colleagues has

shown that in a wheelchair model of acute limb immobilization

after SCI, immobilized rats show significantly less locomotor re-

covery if compared with non-immobilized rats as control.84 In

healthy human subjects immobilization can induce substantial

maladaptive spinal plasticity contributing to transient neurological

dysfunction.

Another model that has been used to investigate the mechanisms

of altered afferent input is the hindlimb unloading (HU)/hindlimb

suspension (HLS, HS) model developed by Morey-Holton and

Globus.85,86 HU affects sensory afferent signals and induces an

increase in neuronal excitation of the spinal cord. Although this

model has been most commonly used in intact rats as a means to

study the effects of microgravity during space flight, the results

from these studies may be relevant for SCI research.87 HU greatly

reduces muscle spindle afferent input, and this perturbation in af-

ferent input has a robust effect on lumbar spinal circuitry.88,89

Given that muscle spindle feedback has been shown to drive

adaptive plasticity of propriospinal relay circuits and recovery after

incomplete SCI, it could be hypothesized that HU would have a

deleterious impact on recovery after SCI.90 The Hoffmann reflex

(H-reflex) test of motorneuron pool excitability is a useful tool for

assessing the modification of spinal plasticity, and the anti-gravity

slow-twitch soleus muscle is well-recognized as an appropriate
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muscle for recording the modification of the H-reflex at the L5

ventral root level after HU.91–93 It has been shown that the H-reflex

has lowered thresholds after 3 weeks of HU and a similar obser-

vation correlates with reduced soma size in lumbar alphamotor

neurons after 2 weeks of HU, suggesting changes in motorneuron

excitability.91,92 Treadmill training of intact rats that had previ-

ously undergone 2 weeks of HU showed robust alterations in

neuromuscular pattern during locomotion and a broad disorgani-

zation of locomotor performance, including increased cycle dura-

tion, frequent hyperextensions of the ankle, and lateral instability.94

These rats also exhibited locomotor deficits similar to those seen

previously by Lovely and colleagues in spinalized cats,5 that is,

paw drag at the start of swing phase and lack of hindlimb equi-

librium, suggesting that HU, even in the intact animal, induced

spinal cord changes that were influenced by both the lack of afferent

information and altered supraspinal input. Clinical studies have

shown that both long-term prolonged bed rest without traumatic

CNS injury and microgravity in spaceflight may induce slower

axonal conduction velocity in the branching axon terminals.95

Furthermore, 4-week lower extremity unloading without traumatic

CNS injury induces substantial maladaptive spinal plasticity con-

tributing transient neurological dysfunction, suggesting that the

muscle deconditioning due to disuse decreases afferent input and

proprioceptive feedback in consequence of adaptation to unloading

condition.96 While these findings suggest that hindlimb unloading

may induce locomotor impairments, little is known about the direct

effect of HU on spinal plasticity after SCI. Recent preclinical

studies suggest that early HU after mild-to-moderate SCI impairs

long-term locomotor recovery, an effect that may be mediated by

maladaptive synaptic plasticity.97 Future experiments will be cru-

cial to determine the neurobiological mechanisms by which HU

may alter motor excitability and spinal plasticity under the patho-

logical conditions of SCI.

Nociceptive/noxious afferent input

Although it is well-established that SCI itself is sufficient to

produce sensory dysfunction such as neuropathic pain, the role of

peripheral nociceptive input in shaping maladaptive spinal cord

plasticity is less well-known. Epidemiological studies reveal a

high incidence of concomitant peripheral injury in the clinical SCI

population, ranging from fractured limbs, lacerations, and abra-

sions, to peripheral nerve injuries and nociceptor sensitization.98–101

It will be of great clinical importance to understand the potential for

peripheral nociceptive input to modulate sensory and motor plas-

ticity in the injured spinal cord. A growing body of literature from

the pain research field has indicated that unmitigated nociceptive

input can produce robust alterations in sensory function in the in-

tact spinal cord. The mechanisms of synaptic plasticity underlying

these changes have been shown to be akin to those seen in hippo-

campal learning and memory.102–104 As such, spinal cord changes

produced by tetanic nociceptive stimulation have been referred to

as ‘‘pain memory traces,’’ and have been suggested to be the source

of sensory dysfunction including hyper-reflexia, hyperalgesia, and

neuropathic pain.105–108 In the context of SCI, intense peripheral

nociceptive input has been shown to affect not only sensory sys-

tems, but motor plasticity as well.82,109–113

To test the effect of nociceptive input on sensory and motor

recovery, Grau and colleagues produced a thoracic spinal contusion

injury in rats, followed by administration of an experimentally

controlled uncontrollable nociceptive stimulus (electrical shock to

the tail sufficient to drive C-fiber activation). They found that as

little as 6 min of C-fiber-strength intermittent nociceptive stimu-

lation could induce sensory dysfunction (hyperalgesia and me-

chanical allodynia), produce acute learning deficits on an adaptive

motor training task, and undermine locomotor recovery for at least

6 weeks.82 A recent clinical case study has similarly shown that

healthy human subjects given brief peripheral nociceptive input are

unable to retain a locomotor learning task.114 Together these ob-

servations suggest that peripheral nociceptive stimulation early

after SCI produces lasting changes within the spinal cord circuitry

that undermine future neurorehabilitation efficacy. Targeting the

synaptic mechanisms of these intraspinal changes has the potential

to reverse maladaptive plasticity for improved locomotor recovery.

A synaptic mechanism of rapid-induction
maladaptive plasticity in SCI

Little published literature has explicitly tested the impact of

nociceptive stimulation on rapid synaptic plasticity in spinal cord

motor circuits after SCI. In an attempt to uncover a pharmacolog-

ical target for stimulus-dependent maladaptive plasticity in SCI,

our team recently tested the impact of below-level nociceptive

stimulation on ventral spinal motor neurons after SCI, using the

same uncontrollable C-fiber-strength electronociceptive stimulation

paradigm extensively described by Grau and colleagues.82,115–118

Our hypothesis was that aberrant stimulation would generate in-

trinsic ventral horn motorneuron changes after SCI similar to

those known to be involved in maladaptive sensory plasticity in the

dorsal horn in pain syndromes. Pain plasticity has been shown to be

mediated by rapid alterations in synaptic AMPA receptor (AM-

PAR) levels and phosphorylation similar to those observed in

brain-dependent learning and memory.119,120 Motor neurons are

highly sensitive to glutamatergic overdrive following SCI due to

rapid trafficking of AMPARs from intracellular stores to the mo-

torneuron membrane demonstrating that a mechanism of synaptic

strengthening actually contributes to SCI pathology.121 In addition,

this effect was specifically associated with an abnormal increase

in GluA2-lacking, calcium-permeable AMPARs (CP-AMPARs).

We reasoned that maladaptive spinal motor plasticity induced by

peripheral nociceptive input might also reflect an overdrive of CP-

AMPARs on motorneuron dendrites and somata after SCI, reflecting

a global hyperexcitability throughout the injured spinal cord. Further,

because calcium is a positive regulator of rapid AMPAR trafficking

to synapses, this calcium permeability could set up a positive

feedback loop of ever-increasing synaptic excitability. Support-

ing this, nociceptive input after complete SCI increased the ratio

of synaptoneurosomal GluA1 to GluA2 AMPAR subunits in the

ventral lumbar spinal cord within 20 min of nociceptive stimu-

lation (the earliest time-point tested), indicating an acute shift

toward increased CP-AMPAR expression. High-resolution three

dimensional (3D) confocal imaging revealed time-dependent in-

creases in GluA1 and decreased GluA2 AMPA receptor subunit

expression on large spinal motorneurons after nociceptive input

(Fig. 1), with GluA2 removal occurring first at extrasynaptic sites

followed by synaptic removal 2 h later.118

Prior work has linked rapid trafficking of CP-AMPARs to plasma

membrane to early excitotoxic cell death in the models of stroke,

traumatic brain injury, and SCI.121–123 Does nociceptive stimulation

produce dysfunction simply by enhancing this AMPAR-dependent

excitotoxic cell death below SCI? Quantitative biochemistry of cell

death markers c-jun, caspase 3, and calpain I suggest that the answer

is no—nociception does not increase cell death below SCI.118 The

implication of this finding is that nociception-induced dysfunction
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may be reversible. Supporting this, delayed intrathecal treatment

with a specific antagonist to CP-AMPARs therapeutically reverses

nociception-induced maladaptive plasticity, rescuing the capacity

for adaptive motor learning.118 These findings identify a specific

synaptic mechanism for maladaptive spinal cord plasticity induced

by peripheral input, and suggest a unique therapeutic target that may

help to restore the capacity for future adaptive modifications. This

proof-of-concept study suggests that selective CP-AMPAR antag-

onists early after injury could boost adaptive neurorehabilitation by

blocking maladaptive plasticity.

Future work will be necessary to determine if regulating AMPAR

activity is an effective method for restoring the capacity for adaptive

plasticity in chronic SCI. Moderate AMPAR-mediated calcium

influx can be beneficial and necessary for adaptive plasticity (as in

the stabilization of long-term potentiation in the brain), but as CP-

AMPAR activity increases in response to insult or nociceptive input,

an excitatory saturation level is reached, at which point spinal

neurons may lose the capacity to encode more subtle task-specific

simulation patterns, as in the adaptive spinal training task (Fig. 2).

Figure 2 introduces the idea that SCI places the spinal cord into a

new state of metaplasticity where the threshold for inducing plas-

ticity in local segmental circuitry is altered after loss of descending

control from the brain and can move into either an adaptive or

maladaptive direction. This idea of CNS metaplasticity was first

advanced in the hippocampal and cortical plasticity literature and

has been shown to involve modulation of AMPAR by upstream

signaling pathways including metabotropic glutamate receptor

activation of calcium-dependent intracellular pathways, brain-

derived neurotrophic factor, and other mechanisms.124–127 Several

groups have subsequently demonstrated the existence of meta-

plasticity in spinal cord locomotor circuitry below SCI.128–132

Understanding spinal cord (re)-training potential as a form of me-

taplasticity provides a fertile literature to draw from for pharma-

cological targets to carefully tune and improve spinal cord training

after injury.

Rapid-induction maladaptive plasticity:
a potential therapeutic target

Therapeutic interventions to regulate glutamatergic overdrive

following injury or insult will likely be key in promoting adaptive

plasticity. AMPAR antagonists have shown efficacy in restoring

FIG. 1. Peripheral nociceptive input alters AMPA receptor plasticity on motor neurons after complete SCI. (A) Nociceptive input was
delivered by electrical stimulation to the tail of male rats that had received a complete spinal transection at the second thoracic vertebrae.
Stimulation delivery was computer-controlled, and administered intermittently over the course of 6 min. (B) Optical detection of
synaptic AMPA receptor subunits. Immunofluorescent expression of presynaptic marker (red, synaptophysin) and AMPA receptor
subunit (green, GluA1 or GluA2) was assessed, as well as the colocalization of red and green puncta (yellow, colocalization), indicating
synaptic AMPA receptor subunit expression. (C) Large L4–5 ventral horn neurons were assessed for colocalization of GluA1/2 and
synaptophysin-positive synapses after nociceptive stimulation. Upper images show full neuropil area for a single confocal plane (‘‘Full
Cell’’); lower images show a digitally isolated 2-lm wide cutout of the plasma membrane area in the single confocal plane (‘‘Plasma
Membrane’’). (D) Extrasynaptic GluA1 was significantly increased 20 min after stimulation, whereas extrasynaptic GluA2 is signifi-
cantly decreased (*p < 0.05). Synaptic colocalization of GluA1 and synaptophysin was also significantly increased (*p < 0.05), whereas
synaptic GluA2/synaptophysin colocalization is unaltered by stimulation. These findings suggest a rapid increase in synaptic GluA2-
lacking AMPA receptors in response to nociceptive input. Modified from Huie et al.118 SCI, spinal cord injury.
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adaptive neural function in a number of neuropathological models,

including epilepsy, ischemia, neuropathic pain, opioid-induced hy-

persensitivity, and motor neuron diseases.122,133–140 However, the SCI

field has been less focused on balancing homeostatic glutamatergic

plasticity, and most neuromodulatory approaches have instead focused

on driving locomotor activity through pharmacological and neuro-

stimulator technologies (see section on neuromodulation, above). It is

important to note that although locomotor training models that use

neurostimulation (e.g., tail stimulation in spinalized rats) to facilitate

stepping have yielded promising results, the potential for robust af-

ferent input to detrimentally alter sensory and motor function must be

considered. As these approaches to increase spinal synaptic connec-

tivity continue to yield gains in function, the optimal tuning of ho-

meostatic plasticity is likely to become a relevant target for precision

neurorehabilitation.141

Conclusions and Future Considerations

Effective adaptive training to promote functional locomotor

recovery requires highly tuned, task-specific models. Conversely,

aberrant peripheral input, whether in passive forms such as limb

immobilization or unloading, or active forms such as peripheral

nociceptive input, appear to broadly affect both sensory and motor

systems that can induce lasting maladaptive plasticity that may

reflect glutamatergic dysregulation in the injured spinal cord. A

number of critical questions need to be answered:

1. How might early inappropriate afferent input affect long-

term synaptic plasticity? Could these early mechanisms

persist, becoming forces we must overcome in chronic SCI?

Given the high incidence of neuropathic pain in the SCI

population, it may be possible that early input (due to con-

comitant peripheral injury or abnormal spindle feedback)

could be engaging maladaptive sensory plasticity that mani-

fests as neuropathic sensory dysfunction in the chronic stage.

Thus early interventions to alleviate or block the development

of maladaptive plasticity will be crucial.

2. Are passive, but abnormal forms of afferent input such as

HU or limb immobilization in the acute phase of SCI suf-

ficient to induce maladaptive alterations in spinal circuitry

that persist into the chronic phase? Recent studies have es-

tablished a synaptic mechanism for maladaptive plasticity

in lumbar motor neurons following nociceptive input in a

complete SCI model, but it remains an open question whe-

ther similar changes occur in incomplete contusion models,

as well as in response to a more subtle form of inappropri-

ate afferent input, such as HU. Likewise, given the limited

efficacy of some robotic-assistance models, might the lack

of active participation in such systems be producing pas-

sive abnormal afferent input that could induce maladaptive

plasticity and hinder locomotor recovery? The answers to

these questions could have major implications for the way

we approach neurorehabilitation in general, and sensitivity

to inappropriate afferent input in particular.

The work reviewed here highlights the challenges we face in

developing effective neurorehabilitation strategies. In our efforts to

induce adaptive plasticity, we must be aware of maladaptive al-

terations that must be overcome. The spinal cord is very plastic.

This is a promising fact, but must be met with caution: there are

divergent forms of plasticity, and it is clear the injured spinal cord

is highly susceptible to both. Our goal must be to shape spinal

plasticity toward an adaptive form while minimizing maladaptive

plasticity.
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